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Abstract
Rapid Eye Movement (REM) sleep is a peculiar neural state showing a combination of muscle
atonia and intense cortical activity. REM sleep is usually considered as a unitary state in
neuroscientific research; however, it is composed of two different microstates: phasic and
tonic REM. These differ in awakening thresholds, sensory processing, and cortical
oscillations. Nevertheless, studies examining cortical oscillations during REM microstates are
scarce, and used low spatial sampling. Here, we analyzed the data of 18 healthy individuals
assessed by high-density sleep EEG recordings. We systematically contrasted phasic and
tonic REM periods in terms of topographical distribution, source localization, as well as local,
global and long-range synchronization of frequency-specific cortical activity. Tonic periods
showed relatively increased high alpha and beta power over frontocentral derivations. In
addition, higher frequency components of beta power exhibited increased global
synchronization during tonic compared to phasic states. In contrast, in phasic periods we
found increased power and synchronization of low frequency oscillations coexisting with
increased and synchronized gamma activity. Source localization revealed several
multimodal, higher-order associative, as well as sensorimotor areas as potential sources of
increased high alpha/beta power during tonic compared to phasic REM. Increased gamma
power in phasic REM was attributed to medial prefrontal and right lateralized temporal
areas associated with emotional processing. Our findings emphasize the heterogeneous
nature of REM sleep, expressed in two microstates with remarkably different neural activity.
Considering the microarchitecture of REM sleep may provide new insights into the
mechanisms of REM sleep in health and disease.

Keywords: REM, EEG, Gamma, connectivity, sleep.
Significance Statement
Rapid Eye movement (REM) is composed of the alternation of two markedly different
microstates: phasic and tonic REM. Here we present the first high-resolution topographical
study that systematically contrasted spectral power, neural synchronization and brain
topography of spontaneous cortical oscillations across phasic and tonic microstates. Phasic
REM was characterized by the combination of synchronized low frequency oscillations
resembling deeper sleep stages and high frequency oscillations reflecting intense cortical
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activity. In contrast, tonic REM sleep showed increased oscillatory activity in the alpha and
beta ranges that may reflect a shift towards increased environmental alertness resembling
resting wakefulness. Exploring the neurophysiological aspects of REM microstates may shed
new light on the mechanisms of REM sleep in healthy and pathological conditions.
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Introduction

Rapid Eye Movement (REM) sleep is a puzzling neural state characterized by bursts of rapid
eye movements (REMs), low amplitude and mixed frequency electroencephalographic (EEG)
oscillations, muscle atonia, irregular vegetative activity, and reduced thermoregulation
(Siegel, 2005). Healthy human adults spend approximately 1.5 hours every night in REM
sleep, that appear regularly after the ascending phases of non-REM (NREM) sleep and lasts
around 20 minutes depending on circadian, homeostatic and other state factors (Carskadon
and Dement, 2005). These periods bear some resemblance to wakefulness in terms of
increased cortical (Muzur et al., 2002; Miyauchi et al., 2009) and neural network activity
(Cantero et al., 2004; Massimini et al., 2010) that gives rise to peculiar conscious (oneiric)
experiences. The function of REM sleep has been linked to a wide range of neural and
cognitive phenomena such as cortical maturation (Blumberg et al., 2013), synaptic pruning
(Li et al., 2017), emotional regulation (Walker and van der Helm, 2009), and the
development of consciousness (Hobson, 2009); however, the exact mechanisms and
functions of REM sleep are far from unequivocal (Siegel, 2011).
In contrast to the prevailing view that conceptualizes REM sleep as a unified sleep stage,
studies suggest that REM sleep is a heterogeneous state that is composed of (at least) two
distinctive sub-states: phasic and tonic periods (De Carli et al., 2016; Simor et al., 2018).
Phasic microstates with ocular movements, muscle twitches and vegetative irregularities are
interspersed among longer and apparently more quiescent tonic periods. Several studies
indicate that phasic and tonic REM sleep microstates are markedly different neural states as
regarding awakening thresholds (Ermis et al., 2010), spontaneous oscillatory activity (Simor
et al., 2016, 2018), information processing (Sallinen et al., 1996; Andrillon et al., 2017), and
even mental experiences (Molinari and Foulkes, 1969; Stuart and Conduit, 2009).
Previous studies examining spontaneous oscillatory activity during phasic and tonic REM
periods consistently found elevated levels in alpha (8



13 Hz) and beta (14



30 Hz) EEG

power (Waterman et al., 1993; Jouny et al., 2000; De Carli et al., 2016; Simor et al., 2016)
and synchronization (Simor et al., 2018) during tonic periods. These data suggest that tonic
REM is closer to quiet wakefulness with regard to cortical oscillations. Spectral power and
4
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cortical synchronization in alpha-and beta frequency ranges measured during resting
wakefulness is associated with a widespread cortical network that underpins the
maintenance of alertness and facilitates the processing of external stimuli (Makeig and
Inlow, 1993; Sadaghiani et al., 2010). Accordingly, reactivity to external (auditory)
stimulation seems to be partially preserved during tonic states in contrast to phasic periods
that appear as a functionally isolated state (Wehrle et al., 2007), detached from the
environment (Sallinen et al., 1996; Ermis et al., 2010). On the other hand, relatively higher (>
31 Hz) gamma band power distinguished phasic from tonic microstates (Jouny et al., 2000;
Abe et al., 2008; Simor et al., 2016). Enhanced gamma activity during phasic microstates was
assumed to reflect sensorimotor, emotional and cognitive processes leading to intense
dreaming (Gross and Gotman, 1999; Abe et al., 2008; Corsi-Cabrera et al., 2016).
Exploring the microarchitecture of REM sleep may provide novel insights into the
mechanisms and functions of REM sleep; however, studies on REM microstates are still
scarce, and more importantly, involve the data of usually few participants assessed with a
low number of electrodes. Thus, the topographical aspects, neural sources, and patterns of
functional connectivity of spontaneous cortical oscillations during REM microstates remain
elusive, limiting our conclusions about the neurophysiological background of phasic and
tonic REM sleep. Here, we analyzed high-density EEG (HD-EEG) recordings to contrast phasic
and tonic REM periods with regard to the topographical distribution, source localization, as
well as local, global and long-range synchronization of frequency-specific cortical activity.
Our systematic analyses provide novel insights into the neurophysiological aspects of phasic
and tonic microstates, sharpening the paradoxical nature of REM sleep.

Materials and Methods

Participants and procedure

Data were collected as part of a larger, research project (NKFI NK 104481) on cortical
maturation and cognition (Gerván et al., 2017). Night-time EEG was recorded from twenty
young adults for three consecutive nights at the sleep research laboratory of the Pázmány
Péter Catholic University in Budapest. Participants arrived in the laboratory on Friday for
their first recordings, therefore, the second and third nights were always Saturday and
5
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Sunday. This constraint allowed for a relative uniformity across subjects in terms of "sleep
pressure" and daytime social demands. Participants arrived at the laboratory in the evening,
and, after trained laboratory assistants applied the electrodes for electroencephalography
(EEG), electromyography (EMG) and electrooculography (EOG), went to sleep according to
their preferred bedtimes, scheduled between 10.00 PM and 11.30 PM. They slept until they
awoke spontaneously. Only recordings from the second night were analyzed for this study,
as these were free from adaptation effects (first night) and experimental manipulation (third
night). After exclusion of two participants with a large number of noisy channels, eighteen
subjects remained (eight females, mean age = 21.19, SD = 0.43) for data analysis. Based on
the effect sizes found in an earlier study on REM sleep microstates (Simor et al., 2016), this
number of participants is appropriate to detect effects of similar size at alpha = 0.05 with
reasonable confidence (power between 0.65 and 0.99; pwr package, Champely, 2015). All
participants were screened for and excluded if they had any current or previous sleep or
mental disorder, or any neurological or medical condition. Fulfillment of inclusion and
exclusion criteria were verified by standardized questionnaires as well as personal
interviews. The consumption of alcohol and drugs (except contraceptives) was not allowed
on the days of, and the day before the recordings. Additionally, participants were asked not
to drink coffee and to refrain from napping on the afternoons of the days they were sleeping
at the laboratory. Recruitment took place via social media networks and the social networks
of Pázmány Péter Catholic University’s employees. All participants were right handed, and
they received 20.000 HUF (approximately 70 US dollars) for their participation.

Polysomnographic recording and preprocessing

Quick Cap 128 EEG caps (in three different sizes) with 128 built-in, passive Ag/AgCl
electrodes (Compumedics, Australia) were used for recording EEG signals. These monopolar
channels were referenced to a frontocentrally placed ground electrode. Bipolar EOG and
EMG channels were also applied to measure eye movements and muscle tone, respectively.
The EOG channels were placed below and to the left of the left eye (1 cm below the left
outer canthus), and above and to the right of the right eye (1 cm above the right outer
canthus). The EMG electrodes were applied to the chin symmetrically. The data was
recorded using a BQ KIT SD LTM 128 EXPRESS (2 × 64 channels in master and slave mode,
6
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Micromed, Mogliano Veneto, Italy) recording device, and was subsequently visualized, saved
and exported by the System Plus Evolution software (Micromed, Mogliano Veneto, Italy). All
data (HD-EEG, EOG and EMG) was recorded with an effective sampling rate of 4096
Hz/channel (synchronous) with 22 bit equivalent resolution, prefiltered and amplified with
40 dB/decade high- and low-pass input filters (0.15-250 Hz). A digital low-pass filter was
applied at 231.7 Hz, and the data was downsampled to 512 Hz/channel by firmware.
Sleep stages were scored manually according to standardized criteria (Berry et al., 2012) by
experts trained in sleep research. From the epochs assigned to REM sleep, tonic and phasic
REM sleep segments were selected manually by visual inspection in a custom-made software
tool developed for all-night EEG data analysis (FercioEEGPlus, Ferenc Gombos, 2008-2018).
Four second long segments were coded as phasic periods when within this time window the
EOG channel showed at least two consecutive eye movements with 100 µV (or larger)
amplitude. Four second long segments were coded tonic periods when no significant eye
movements could be detected (EOG deflection of less than 25 µV) within the time window.
To avoid contamination between the two microstates, segments were only selected if they
were at least 8 seconds apart from each other and contained no movement-related or
technical artifacts.
Preprocessing and further analysis of the data was done in MATLAB (version 9.3.0.713579,
R2017b, The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA) using the open source toolbox Fieldtrip
(Oostenveld et al., 2011). The code for all analyses can be found on OSF (Open Science
Framework: https://osf.io/tzvmk/?view_only=be7ce43fda0c48e7b01cf5d745fc68b2). All data
was re-referenced to the average of the mastoid channels, or, if either of these was noisy, to
the average of TP7 and TP8 (in 7 of 18 cases). A band-pass filter of 0.5 to 70 Hz was applied,
and line noise at 50 and 100 Hz was removed using a discrete Fourier transform filter. To
increase the stationarity of the data, each segment was cut into 2 second trials with 50%
overlap between them. As many more tonic than phasic segments were present in the data,
the same number of available phasic segments was randomly selected from all tonic
segments for each participant. Noisy channels were interpolated using the weighted average
of surrounding electrodes, except when two or more neighboring channels were noisy, in
which case an unweighted average of neighboring channels was used (in 9 of 18 cases).
Trials were manually checked for artifacts, and contaminated trials were removed.
7
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We applied independent component analysis (ICA) to identify and remove eye-movement
related artifacts in EEG channels. Eye-movement artifacts have been found to contaminate
the EEG signal measured from the scalp, especially in the lower frequency ranges (e.g. Croft
and Barry, 2000). Moreover, others (Craddock et al., 2015) showed that saccade related eye
muscle activity also confounds oscillatory activation in the gamma range. Performing ICA
correction on the data has been found to successfully remove eye-movement related
artefacts in both lower and higher frequency bands (Romero et al., 2003; Craddock et al.,
2015). Tonic and phasic trials were appended for each participant, and EOG, EMG and
reference channels were removed from the data before running the analysis. Components
were identified as reflecting eye movement related artifacts if they showed a dominantly
frontal topography and EOG-like time course. For most participants, two components
showed this pattern and were therefore removed. In two participants, however, one or two
additional components were identified and removed, while another participant had a
component with large cardiac artifacts, which was also discarded.
A Laplacian transformation was performed on the data to improve the spatial precision of
the spectral analysis and avoid spurious connectivity influences in measures of
synchronization (Global Field Synchronization). By essentially acting as a spatial filter,
Laplacian transformation of the data reduces the effect of volume conduction, as well as
muscle and micro-saccade artifacts, and resolves reference issues, which are all known to
influence EEG topography recorded from the scalp (Trujillo et al., 2005; Srinivasan et al.,
2007; Tenke and Kayser, 2012) We followed the procedure introduced by Perrin and
colleagues (Perrin et al., 1989) that calculates the Laplacian based on the 2nd order spatial
derivatives using spherical spline interpolation. This method has been found to be especially
effective when using a large number of electrodes (Babiloni et al., 1995; Tandonnet et al.,
2005). The parameters were set to the default settings for 128 electrodes in Fieldtrip (order
of splines = 4, max. degree of Legendre polynomials = 20, λ = 10-5).

Spectral power analysis

Spectral power was calculated for each 1 Hz frequency bin between 2 and 48 Hz. Tapering
was applied to the two-second-long, artifact-free, ICA corrected and Laplace transformed
8
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phasic and tonic EEG segments for low and high frequencies separately: a Hanning taper for
the lower frequencies (2-30 Hz) and a multi-taper using the dpss method with ± 2 Hz
smoothing for the higher frequencies (31-48 Hz; Babapoor-Farrokhran et al., 2017). Power
spectral density was computed for each participant, frequency bin and channel with the Fast
Fourier Transformation (FFT) algorithm as implemented in Fieldtrip.

Functional connectivity

Two separate measures of functional connectivity were used to examine differences in
neural synchronization between phasic and tonic REM sleep periods. First, we calculated the
Global Field Synchronization (GFS, Koenig et al., 2001), a measure reflecting the degree of
phase alignment over all electrodes at a certain frequency. GFS was shown to efficiently
characterize global EEG synchronization in different states of vigilance (Achermann et al.,
2016) as well as to reveal impaired synchronization in pathological conditions (Koenig et al.,
2001; Koenig et al., 2005). Segments of phasic and tonic REM sleep were transformed into
the frequency domain using the same FFT algorithm and settings as for the spectral power
analysis described above. This procedure decomposes the original signal into a real (the sine)
and complex (the cosine) part (per each electrode and frequency). This way, all the EEG
channels of each trial can be described as a cloud of points in a sine – cosine diagram. In
order to quantify the amount of EEG activity that oscillate in a common phase in a given
frequency, the procedure enters the sine and cosine values into a two-dimensional principal
component analyses resulting in two eigenvalues (Koennig et al., 2005). GFS scores are
computed as the ratios of these eigenvalues as defined by Koenig and colleagues (Koenig et
al., 2001). We computed GFS for each frequency in each trial and subsequently averaged
GFS values over trials for each participant. As can be understood from the formula, GFS
values range from 0 to 1, with higher values indicating a higher degree of phase alignment
over electrodes, thus implying more global synchronization.

In order to measure synchronization in local and large-scale neuronal ensembles,
connectivity between short and long-range channel pairs was calculated using the Weighted
Phase Lag Index (WPLI). WPLI complements GFS as it is not sensitive to synchronized
9
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oscillations with zero phase lag (caused by a common generator or volume conduction),
whereas GFS can be inflated by such oscillations. The Phase Lag Index was first introduced by
Stam and colleagues (Stam et al., 2007). In essence, this method quantifies synchronization
by the consistency of phase lags between two signals, using the distribution of phase angle
differences. In contrast to other connectivity measures that are sensitive to volume
conduction and common sources, the PLI attenuates the effect of volume conduction by
disregarding phase angle differences at and around zero and π. The WPLI is a modified
version of the PLI that takes into account that phase lags can turn into leads, and vice versa,
by weighting phase angle differences around 0.5π and 1.5π more than those around zero
and π (Vinck et al., 2011). This resolves the sensitivity of the PLI to small disturbances in
phase lags, which is especially relevant for small synchronization effects. As WPLI is
insensitive to volume conduction (Cohen, 2015), we used the raw scalp data (without
Laplacian transformation) to calculate WPLI for each trial and 1 Hz frequency bin between 2
and 48 Hz, for all short and long range channel pairs. Short range channel pairs were within 5
cm from each other, while long range channel pairs were at least 20 cm apart. WPLI values
fall between 0 and 1, with higher values indicating higher synchronization.

Source reconstruction analysis

To explore the potential neural sources of the differences in spectral power across phasic
and tonic microstates, beamformer source reconstruction analyses were performed for
frequency bands that significantly differentiated the two conditions. The principal of
beamformer techniques is to scan the brain location by location and estimate the proportion
of the EEG signal measured at the scalp originating from each point using adaptive spatial
filters (Gross et al., 2001). First, a model of the participants’ head is made, ideally based on
individual anatomical scans. As no such scans were available for the participants in this
study, the same standardized head model was used for all participants. This head model was
based on a standard template MRI (Colin27) and constructed using a realistic boundaryelement method (Oostenveld et al., 2003). Using this model and the positions of the sensors
relative to the model of the head, a leadfield matrix was calculated for all points (sources) in
the brain to be scanned. In the current study, the sources to be considered were defined by
a regular 3D grid with a 5 mm resolution, thereby creating 3D voxels of 5 mm3. As
10
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beamforming techniques have been found to be ineffective for reliably reconstructing deep
sources of EEG signals measured at the scalp (Muthuraman et al., 2014), only grid points
located in the cortex were included in the source reconstruction analysis. Whether grid
points were located in cortical areas or not was determined using the AAL atlas developed
by (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002). Next, a common spatial filter was constructed for all grid
points using the leadfield and the covariance matrix of the combined phasic and tonic data.
This common filter was subsequently used to estimate the origin of the scalp-level spectral
power for the tonic and phasic segments separately. The specific beamformer approach
used in this study was Dynamic Imaging of Coherent Sources (DICS), as this method is suited
for the localization of (differences in) spectral power (Gross et al., 2001). Since beamformer
source reconstruction includes spatial filtering, preprocessed, ICA corrected data (without
Laplacian transformation) was used to obtain spectral power as input for the beamformer
analysis. We applied the same procedure for power analysis as described earlier, only on
narrower frequency ranges. The regularization parameter was set at λ = 0.1% (Fuchs, 2007).

Experimental Design and Statistical Analysis

All statistical analyses tested for differences between phasic and tonic REM sleep periods in
a within-subject design.
Differences in spectral power and source localization were tested using cluster-based
permutation tests suitable for the statistical analyses of HD-EEG data (Maris and Oostenveld,
2007). Two-sided paired samples t-tests were performed for all data points (i.e. frequency
bins and electrodes for spectral power, and source locations for reconstructed sources), and
clustered if adjacent frequencies/locations showed significant differences at

 < 0.05. For

the analysis on power differences, at least four neighboring electrodes had to be significant
to be considered as a cluster. We used this additional criterion due to the large number of
electrodes used in this study. A cluster statistic was calculated for each identified cluster by
summing the t-values belonging to the included data points. The same process was repeated
1000 times, but with phasic and tonic trials randomly shuffled within participants using the
Monte-Carlo method implemented in Fieldtrip (Maris and Oostenveld, 2007). The largest
cluster statistic of each permutation was used to create the probability distribution against
11
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which the observed cluster statistics were tested with an alpha value of 0.05. Cluster-level
corrected p-values are reported throughout the text. No commonly accepted measure of
effect size for cluster-based permutation tests on high dimensional EEG data has been
established up to this point. Still, to give some indication of effect size, Cohen’s d was
calculated on the averaged data within clusters. This measure of effect size should be
considered with caution, however.
For both synchronization analyses, bootstrap statistics were used to test for differences
between phasic and tonic REM sleep (Tarokh et al., 2011). WPLI values were averaged over
short and long range channel pairs, and only differences between phasic and tonic periods
were investigated (i.e. long and short range connectivity were not contrasted directly). For
each frequency bin, a paired-samples t-test probability distribution was calculated based on
samples taken from the original data, randomly shuffling phasic and tonic REM data within
subjects (package mosaic in R; (Pruim et al., 2017). 10 000 samples were used to create the
probability distributions, as this was observed to lead to an acceptably small amount of
variation in p-values (± 0.009). The difference between phasic and tonic data was
subsequently tested against this probability distribution with a two-tailed dependent
samples t-test with an alpha value of 0.05. Following the example of Tarokh and colleagues
(Tarokh et al., 2010), the findings were corrected for multiple comparisons by only reporting
differences when at least three adjacent frequency bins showed significance, as the
likelihood of this representing random activity is small. Effect sizes (Cohen’s d) were
calculated with the bootES package in R (Kirby and Gerlanc, 2017).

Results

Sleep architecture

Conventional parameters of sleep architecture are presented in Table 1. Participants showed
good sleep efficiency (Mean = 90.64 Std. Dev = 7.33) and on average spent 17.15 % and
26.41 % in Slow Wave Sleep and REM sleep, respectively. The sleep architecture of our
sample closely corresponded to the norms of this age group (Carskadon and Dement, 2005).
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Spectral power

The cluster-based permutation test revealed that phasic and tonic REM periods differed
significantly from each other in spectral power. This difference was expressed in two large
clusters: one negative cluster (indicating higher power in the tonic microstate) in the high
alpha/beta bands (12-28 Hz, tmaxsum = -3738.9, p = .002, d = 1.97) and one positive cluster
(indicating higher power in the phasic microstate) in the gamma frequency range (3348 Hz, tmaxsum = 3490.8, p = .002, d = 2.05). An additional positive cluster (indicating higher
power in the phasic microstate) in the delta band showed a trend (2-4 Hz, tmaxsum = 412.23,
p = .056, d = 2.1). The topographic distribution of these clusters is shown in

Figure 1.

The

negative cluster in the high alpha/beta frequency ranges was spread over frontocentral
electrodes (marked by white asterisks), while the positive cluster in the gamma range
extended to posterior as well as anterior and central regions (marked by black asterisks).
The cluster in the delta range was mostly present in frontocentral sites (marked by black plus
signs).

Global Field Synchronization

Bootstrap statistics run on the GFS values showed significant differences in global
synchronization between phasic and tonic microstates in the delta, theta and beta range (all
p < .021, d = 0.52-1.30). In the delta and theta range, global synchronization was increased in
phasic compared to tonic REM, while the opposite was true in the beta range. The significant
frequency bins are indicated by asterisks in Figure 2 (if at least three adjacent frequency bins
were significant).

Long and short range synchronization

Patterns of long and short range WPLI values in phasic and tonic states are illustrated in
Figure

3.

For both long and short range WPLI, bootstrap statistics revealed significant
13
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differences between phasic and tonic REM periods at several frequencies. More specifically,
synchronization was elevated for at least three consecutive frequency bins in phasic
compared to tonic REM sleep at the delta (2-4 Hz for both long and short range, all p < .011,
d = 0.58-1.26) and gamma ranges (31-48 Hz in case of short range WPLI, all p < .001; 37-47
Hz in case of long range WPLI, all p < .017, d = 0.5-2.3). WPLI in single frequency bins
corresponding to the alpha and beta ranges showed trends of increased synchrony in tonic
periods in both short and long distance pairs; however, these differences did not remain
significant after the correction for multiple comparisons. WPLI values as well statistically
significant differences across phasic and tonic states are presented in Figure 3.

Source reconstruction

Beamformer source reconstruction analyses were performed in the frequency ranges that
distinguished phasic from tonic states in terms of spectral power (high alpha/beta
frequencies between 12-28 Hz and gamma frequencies between 33-48 Hz). In case of the
high alpha/beta ranges, the cluster-based permutation test of the identified sources
revealed a significant difference across phasic and tonic microstates expressed in one
negative cluster (tmaxsum = -9754, p = .002, d = 0.88, cluster-level corrected). The negative
direction of this cluster indicates that spectral power was higher during tonic compared to
phasic REM sleep in the identified sources. This cluster was widely spread over the central
areas of the brain, including bilateral areas around the central sulcus (including motor and
somatosensory areas) and around the temporo-parietal junction (e.g. supramarginal and
angular gyri). The areas found to belong to the cluster are listed in

Table 2

. Two positive

clusters were identified as potential sources of significantly higher gamma power in phasic as
compared to tonic REM (tmaxsum = 2786, p = .01, d = 0.98; tmaxsum = 1391.4, p = .03, d = 0.80,
cluster-level corrected). The areas belonging to the first cluster were located mainly in
bilateral medial frontal regions, such as the medial frontal gyrus and the orbital part of the
middle frontal gyrus. Areas of the second cluster were primarily located in the right temporal
lobe, including regions like the fusiform gyrus and superior, middle and inferior temporal
gyrus, but also included some areas in the parietal (e.g. posterior cingulate gyrus and
precuneus) and occipital (e.g. lingual gyrus and calcarine sulcus) lobes. The full lists of areas
belonging to these clusters are presented in

Table 3 and Table 4
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according to the percentage of voxels forming part of the identified clusters, compared to
the total number of voxels included in the analysis for each area, as determined with the AAL
atlas. The t-values of the voxels belonging to all three clusters are plotted onto a normalized
brain surface based on a standardized MRI model in Figure 4.
Discussion

Our aim was to examine phasic and tonic REM microstates in terms of cortical oscillations,
topography, and neural synchronization by analyzing full night HD-EEG recordings of young
healthy individuals. We showed that high alpha and beta power is relatively increased during
tonic REM sleep and widely expressed over frontocentral locations. On the other hand, high
frequency gamma power along the anterior-posterior axis, and to a lesser extent, low
frequency oscillations were more prominent during phasic periods. Source localization of
high alpha/beta and gamma band power revealed several cortical sites as potential
generators that contributed differently to express such oscillations in phasic and tonic REM
sleep. Beyond differences in spectral power, low frequency (3-7 Hz) oscillations in the delta
and theta ranges showed higher global synchronization during phasic, whereas oscillations in
the beta range exhibited enhanced global synchronization during tonic periods.
Furthermore, low (2-4 Hz) frequency and gamma oscillations showed increased WPLI during
phasic compared to tonic states in case of both short and long distance electrode pairs.
Our findings corroborate and extend previous studies that reported increased low frequency
power during phasic compared to tonic REM sleep (Waterman et al., 1993; Jouny et al.,
2000; Simor et al., 2016). One plausible interpretation is that delta power reflects eye
movements that contaminate EEG signals. While previous studies could not appropriately
minimize the effects of eye movement related artifacts, in the present study we may exclude
this possibility. First, we attenuated eye movement artifacts by ICA. Secondly, we applied
Laplacian transformation to minimize further the influence of electric potentials generated
by the eyes. We only considered oscillations above 2 Hz, as eye movement potentials mainly
extend over 0.3 and 2 Hz (Tan et al., 2001). Moreover, eye movement artifacts are usually
restricted to frontal derivations (Waterman et al., 1992), but in our study increased slow
frequency power in phasic REM was spread (at a trend level) over more posterior regions,
arguing against a mere effect of ocular contamination. Finally, slow frequency activity
showed increased synchronization as measured by GFS and WPLI. Although the former is
15
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sensitive to volume conduction, the latter discards phase couplings of zero (or 180˚) phase
lag, and hence, is immune to ocular artifacts transmitted by volume conduction.
Low frequency (1-4 Hz) oscillations are the hallmark of Slow Wave Sleep (SWS) and emerge
from thalamo-cortical and cortico-cortical networks, in which widely distributed neurons
rhythmically alternate between hyperpolarized and depolarized states (Steriade et al., 1993).
Low frequency oscillations seem to underlie sensory disconnection and promote the
restorative functions of sleep (Borbély, 1982; Tononi and Cirelli, 2006). Nevertheless, low
frequency oscillations are not limited to SWS, but can also appear in wakefulness
(Vyazovskiy et al., 2011; Fattinger et al., 2017) and REM sleep (Funk et al., 2016; Baird et al.,
2018), especially in case of high homeostatic sleep pressure (Marzano et al., 2010). As
awakening thresholds (Ermis et al., 2010) and auditory processing (Wehrle et al., 2007) are
reduced in phasic conditions, we suggest that relatively increased and widely synchronized
low frequency oscillations in phasic compared to tonic periods reflect a deeper sleep state,
that is disconnected from the environment.

Relatively increased and more synchronized low frequency oscillations during the phasic as
compared to the tonic state suggest that the former is closer to deep sleep; however, low
frequency activity in phasic REM appears to coincide with increased high frequency
oscillations reflecting intense cortical activity and resembling wakefulness (Cantero et al.,
2004). Increased gamma power in phasic periods was consistently found in previous scalp
EEG (Jouny et al., 2000; Simor et al., 2016) and intracerebral measurements (Gross and
Gotman, 1999). Here we showed that phasic gamma activity is remarkably widespread over
the scalp and exhibits higher synchronization between short and long distance electrode
locations.

Gamma

oscillations

in

phasic

periods

showed

significantly

stronger

synchronization by the WPLI, but were not different across microstates in terms of GFS. This
discrepancy indicates that gamma synchrony does not emerge from a common generator or
widespread cortical ensembles, but may reflect the activity of more localized networks.

Source localization unfolded two clusters as potential sources of increased gamma power in
phasic periods. The first consisted of regions that correspond to the superior and
ventromedial prefrontal cortex (e.g. medial frontal and orbitofrontal gyrus, anterior
16
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cingulate). This findings is in line with neuroimaging studies reporting the selective activation
of frontolimbic networks following REMs (Muzur et al., 2002; Wehrle et al., 2007; Miyauchi
et al., 2009). Phasic activity such as pontine waves in rodents (Datta and O’Malley, 2013), as
well as frontolimbic activity in relation to REM sleep (Spoormaker et al., 2014) were linked to
emotional regulation (more specifically, fear extinction), a process often associated with
REM sleep in general (Levin and Nielsen, 2007; Genzel et al., 2015). The second cluster of
sources comprised right lateralized temporal and posterior regions including the superior
temporal, lingual, Heschl’s and fusiform gyrus. These regions form important pathways
between the amygdala and prefrontal structures, and play a key role in perceptual
processes, especially in the perception of emotional stimuli (Radua et al., 2010; Kawasaki et
al., 2012). In a recent study, Corsi-Cabrera and colleagues (2016) showed that the human
amygdala is generating gamma oscillations immediately after REMs. Therefore, we may
speculate that increased and widely synchronized gamma oscillations during phasic REM
sleep might (partly) originate from activity of the amygdala and related frontolimbic
structures underlying emotional, perceptual and regulatory (e.g. fear extinction) processes
that humans experience in the form of dream images.

Previous studies consistently reported relatively increased (high) alpha and beta power
during tonic compared to phasic periods (Jouny et al., 2000; De Carli et al., 2016; Simor et al.,
2016). Our findings with HD-EEG extend these data by showing that increased high alpha and
beta power in tonic REM are most prominent at frontocentral derivations, but exhibit a
widespread pattern over the scalp between 14 and 20 Hz. Interestingly, frequency bins
within the beta band showed relatively increased GFS during tonic periods, but WPLI did not
conclusively reveal higher synchronization of beta frequencies in tonic compared to phasic
periods. (Of note, WPLI showed trends in high alpha and beta frequencies in the expected
direction, but these differences were not significant after correction for multiple
comparisons). In a recent study, Simor and colleagues (2018) suggested that enhanced high
alpha and beta activity reflect increased environmental alertness during tonic REM sleep.
External processing appears to be partially maintained during tonic states in contrast to
phasic periods (Sallinen et al., 1996; Wehrle et al., 2007; Andrillon et al., 2017), and high
alpha and beta power in resting wakefulness is associated with a neural network that
maintains alertness, and facilitates the processing of external stimuli (Sadaghiani et al.,
17
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2010). Nevertheless, it is still premature to infer that high alpha and beta oscillations during
tonic REM directly reflect such cognitive processes.
As regarding the sources of increased high alpha/beta power during tonic microstates, we
identified several regions corresponding to higher-order, multimodal, associative areas, such
as the supramarginal gyrus, the inferior parietal and inferior frontal lobules, as well as the
superior frontal gyrus (Jung et al., 2017). In addition, a potential source in the left Heschl’s
gyrus emerged, a region that is crucial in auditory processing (Warrier et al., 2009).
Sensorimotor areas also emerged as sources of high alpha/beta power in line with an
intracranial study showing relatively increased alpha/beta power during tonic states in the
primary motor cortex resembling the activity found in relaxed wakefulness. In contrast,
reduced alpha/beta power in the motor cortex during phasic REM was similar to the activity
found during executed movements (De Carli et al., 2016). Tonic REM sleep might thus
resemble

resting

wakefulness,

with

higher-order

cognitive

processes,

increased

environmental awareness, and attenuated primary sensorimotor cortical activity.
In light of these data, it is tempting to speculate that during tonic states the brain favors
higher- order thought processes, whereas during phasic periods emotional and sensorimotor
processes predominate. These may underlie the more active, perceptually vivid, and less
thought-like dreams reports obtained after awakenings from phasic than after tonic REM
periods (Molinari and Foulkes, 1969; Arnulf, 2011).

REM sleep was termed as a paradoxical state due to the combination of an activated cortex
and a paralyzed body (Jouvet, 1965). Our study indicates that the paradox is even more
complex. Phasic REM periods are characterized by the combination of synchronized low
frequency oscillations resembling deeper sleep stages and high frequency oscillations
resembling wake-like cortical activity. In contrast, tonic REM sleep is apparently a more
quiescent state; however, increased oscillatory activity in the alpha and beta ranges and
increased environmental alertness resembles neural processes of resting wakefulness.
Our study is the first to examine the neurophysiological aspects of phasic and tonic
microstates with HD-EEG; however, future studies may improve spatial resolution by
applying individual MR head models, or HD-EEG combined with Magnetoencephalography.
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Furthermore, studies in larger and more heterogeneous samples may reveal the influence of
age and sex on neural activity during phasic and tonic REM microstates.
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Table 1.

Conventional parameters of sleep architecture of the study sample.
Sleep efficiency (%)
Wake after sleep onset (min)
Sleep onset latency (min)
NREM duration (%)
Stage 1 duration (%)
Stage 2 duration (%)
Slow Wave Sleep duration (%)
REM duration (%)
REM latency (min)

Mean

Standard Deviation

90.64
18.58
32.83
73.59
1.49
54.93
17.17
26.41
98.97

7.33
31.83
25.7
4.14
0.77
5.65
5.64
4.14
42.59

Table 2.

AAL labels of the areas containing voxels that belong to the negative cluster indicating
significantly higher power in the high alpha/beta range during tonic compared to phasic REM
sleep. The percentage of voxels is calculated based on the total number of voxels present in
that area.
AAL label

Number of voxels

Percentage of voxels

Heschl’s gyrus (L)

16

100.00%

Supramarginal gyrus (L)

67

98.53%

Rolandic Operculum (L)

50

98.04%

Inferior Parietal lobule (L)

147

98.00%

Postcentral gyrus (L)

251

97.67%

Precentral gyrus (L)

211

94.20%

Inferior Frontal gyrus, pars opercularis (L)

57

93.44%

Superior Parietal lobule (R)

119

92.97%
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Superior Parietal lobule (L)

110

88.71%

Superior Temporal gyrus (L)

120

88.24%

Paracentral lobule (L)

74

88.10%

Paracentral lobule (R)

48

87.27%

Postcentral gyrus (R)

167

71.37%

Precentral gyrus (R)

146

70.19%

Supplementary Motor Area (L)

93

66.91%

Insula (L)

66

65.35%

Angular gyrus (L)

43

62.32%

Frontal Inf Tri (L)

95

60.90%

Inferior Parietal lobule (R)

53

59.55%

Superior Frontal gyrus (L)

104

48.37%

Precuneus (R)

93

47.94%

Precuneus (L)

100

47.85%

Superior Frontal gyrus (R)

115

46.94%

Supplementary Motor Area (R)

68

46.90%

Middle Frontal gyrus (L)

142

46.71%

Midcingulate area (L)

40

34.48%

Middle Frontal gyrus (R)

102

33.89%

No label found

110

32.64%

Middle Temporal gyrus (L)

98

30.34%

Midcingulate area(R)

30

24.79%

Supramarginal gyrus (R)

19

17.12%

Superior Temporal gyrus (R)

32

16.58%

Inferior Frontal gyrus, pars opercularis (R)

12

14.29%

Medial Frontal gyrus (L)

27

13.24%

Superior Temporal Pole (L)

10

12.50%

Medial Frontal gyrus (R)

17

11.49%
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Superior Occipital gyrus (R)

8

9.88%

Angular gyrus (R)

10

9.71%

Cuneus (R)

5

5.32%

Anterior cingulate gurys (L)

5

4.85%

Inferior Frontal gyrus, pars orbitalis (L)

3

2.78%

Middle Occipital gyrus (L)

5

2.46%

Middle Temporal gyrus (R)

5

1.82%

Rolandic Operculum (R)

1

1.19%

Table 3.

AAL labels of the areas containing voxels that belong to the first positive cluster indicating
significantly higher power in the gamma frequency range during phasic compared to tonic
REM sleep. The percentage of voxels is calculated based on the total number of voxels
present in that area.

AAL label

Number of voxels

Percentage of voxels

Medial Frontal gyrus (R)

126

85.14%

Medial Frontal gyrus (L)

158

77.45%

Superior Frontal gyrus (L)

121

56.28%

Middle Frontal gyrus, orbital part (R)

30

52.63%

Middle Frontal gyrus, orbital part (L)

26

52.00%

Superior Frontal gyrus, orbital part (L)

31

49.21%

Medial Orbitofrontal cortex (L)

28

48.28%

Middle Frontal gyrus (L)

140

46.05%

Medial Orbitofrontal gyrus (R)

17

30.36%

Superior Frontal gyrus, orbital part (R)

15

24.59%

Anterior cingulate gyrus (L)

24

23.30%

Superior Frontal gyrus (R)

55

22.45%

Anterior cingulate gyrus (R)

10

14.08%
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Inferior Frontal gyrus, pars triangularis (L)

16

10.26%

no label found

31

9.20%

Midcingulate area (R)

10

8.26%

Supplementary Motor Area (L)

7

5.04%

Inferior Frontal gyrus, pars orbitalis (R)

5

4.72%

Midcingulate area (L)

5

4.31%

Middle Frontal gyrus (R)

12

3.99%

Gyrus Rectus (L)

1

2.00%

Inferior Frontal gyrus, pars orbitalis (L)

1

0.93%

Supplementary Motor Area (R)

1

0.69%

Table 4.

AAL labels of the areas containing voxels that belong to the second positive cluster indicating
significantly higher power in the gamma frequency range during phasic compared to tonic
REM sleep. The percentage of voxels is calculated based on the total number of voxels
present in that area.

AAL label

Number of voxels

Percentage of voxels

Fusiform gyrus (R)

101

65.58%

Heschl’s gyrus (R)

9

64.29%

Posterior Cingulate gyrus (R)

11

44.00%

Superior Temporal gyrus (R)

82

42.49%

Middle Temporal gyrus (R)

89

32.48%

Inferior Temporal gyrus (R)

52

24.76%

Lingual gyrus (R)

32

23.36%

Calcarine sulcus (R)

24

22.02%

Precuneus (R)

29

14.95%

Insula (R)

16

14.04%

Rolandic Operculum (R)

9

10.71%
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No label found

24

7.12%

Middle Temporal Pole (R)

3

4.76%

Angular gyrus (R)

2

1.94%

Cuneus (R)

1

1.06%

Figure Captions

Figure 1.

Contrast of absolute spectral power of phasic / tonic REM microstates in each

examined frequency bin. Hot colors indicate relatively higher power in the phasic, and cold
colors indicate relatively higher power in the tonic microstate. Black plus signs mark the
positive cluster showing a trend in the delta band, white asterisks mark the negative cluster
in the high alpha/beta band, black asterisks mark the positive cluster in the gamma band.
Positive clusters indicate relatively higher spectral power during phasic REM sleep, whereas
negative clusters indicate relatively higher spectral power during tonic REM sleep.

Figure 2.

Mean Global Field Synchronization during tonic and phasic REM sleep for low (left)

and high (right) frequencies. Asterisks mark significant differences as identified by the
bootstrap procedure.

Figure 3.

Mean short range (on the top) and long range (on the bottom) WPLI during phasic

and tonic REM sleep for low (left) and high (right) frequencies. Asterisks mark significant
differences as identified by the bootstrap procedure.

Figure 4.

Statistical maps (significant t-values) plotted on top of a standardized brain surface

for the high alpha/beta cluster (top), the first gamma cluster (middle) and the second
gamma cluster (bottom).
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